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Leiza is now treating patients at her
new clinic - come and visit soon.
Welcome to my newsletter
to introduce you to the new
clinic at the Clifton College
Sports and Leisure Ground
in Abbots Leigh.
Firstly, a huge ‘hug’ and
thank you to the friends who
helped me to make this new
venture happen.
Ian Sparks, Mette
Holbech, Leighton Bedlam
who, at the drop of a hat,
helped me to paint the walls
and add some ceiling
lighting to make the
treatment room a relaxing
and comfortable place.
Jason and Mandy Flinter
of The Flint Brand Design
who helped me design a

www.poise-health.co.uk

logo and ‘tag’ line and
patiently encouraged me to
build a brand to be proud of.
Saghi Zarbafi of Interim
Business Services who
helped me find the answers
to my administration
challenges and agreeing to
provide an on-going
support.
Andy Moore of Pink
Connect who found a low
cost option to my telecom
requirements.
Kate Stuart for general
support and organising
photography.
Chris Clarke of
Perception Photography

who shot at speed, then
carefully photoshopped!
The House Clinics Team
who continue to encourage
and support me.
Thank you to the
patients who have made the
transition to my new clinic
and gave me the
encouragement to start the
clinic in the first place.
My new website address
is www.poise-health.co.uk.
Please take a look and let
me know how I can improve
it! Thank you all for your
on-going encouragement
and support.
May you live the life you
love....... Leizax
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Minutes from Clifton & M5 Junction 19
and loads of easy parking.......

www.poise-health.co.uk
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